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Abstract. Reacting to social issues or events through Online Social Networks has
become a social habit. Social scientists have identified several network relationships
and dimensions that induce homophily. Sentiments or opinions towards different is-
sues have been observed as a key dimension which characterizes human behaviour.
People usually express their sentiments towards various issues. Different persons
from different walks of social life may share same opinion towards various issues.
When these persons constitute a group, such groups can be conveniently termed
same wavelength groups. We propose a novel framework based on sentiments and
an algorithm to identify such same wavelength groups from online social networks
like twitter. The proposed algorithm generates same wavelength groups in polyno-
mial time for relatively small set of events. The analysis of such groups would be of
help in unravelling their response patterns and behavioural features.

Keywords: Same wavelength group, Sentiment analysis, Behavioural analysis, Over-
lapping community, Homophily.

1. Introduction

In the present information age dominated by communication technologies people resort to
innovative ways to express and share their opinions online. A recent statistics1 show that
76% of twitter users are active tweeters and 23% of facebook users check their account
five or more times daily. The phenomenal increase in the volume of user generated con-
tent in the form of attitude, opinions, comments etc. in the social media are of immense
significance for the analysis of human behaviour.

All Online Social Networks (OSNs) follow the fundamental principle of homophily:
similarity breeds connection [19,14]. People in the OSN may be connected to one another
with regard to many socio-demographic, behavioural and interpersonal characteristics.
Recent studies [12,2,30] show users in the same social circle are more likely to share
same opinion. A person’s sentiment towards a given issue is determined to a great extent
by those of his or her neighbours. For instance, a person’s propensity to purchase a com-
modity is heavily dependent on the kind of opinions likely to emanate from his friends.
With this key observation, it is reasonable to state that those who share same sentiments
have a strong likelihood of falling into group of similar nature. Such groups would em-
body persons sharing same opinion on different issues. These persons can be grouped

1 http://www.socialnomics.net/2012/06/06/
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together to form subgroups which can be conveniently termed same wavelength groups.
In other words they are the proverbial same feather birds.

Identifying such same wavelength communities online has multifaceted benefits. First,
social scientists are enabled to analyse the responses of the group to a socio-political inci-
dent or an ethical issue. Second, online recommendation and targeted advertising system
can be improved by deep assessment of the groups. Third, responses of the groups can be
predicted when a new issue comes up.

Twitter is a micro blogging service in which people share their political, religious,
business or personal views in 140 characters not constrained by space and time. Some of
the recent works [5,6,31,13] observed that tweet sentiments are strong indicators to predict
socio-economic fluctuations. But most of the recent works on twitter sentiments focus ei-
ther on tweets or the user sentiments on existing groups. We propose a framework[23] and
an algorithm to identify same wavelength groups from the public based on the sentiments
towards the trending issues or events. The proposed algorithm generates same wavelength
groups in polynomial time for a relatively small event-set in a particular time period.The
analysis of such groups can unravel the behavioural features and response patterns in a
more subtle and effective manner.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works.
section 3 discusses the general framework used for the generation of same wave length
groups. Section 4 discusses the algorithm and its time complexity. Section 5 examines the
experimental results and section 6 concludes with future directions.

2. Related Works

Social scientists have studied extensively the socio-demographic, behavioural and inter-
personal characteristics. They used the traditional mode of collecting the data through
online, offline and mixed-mode surveys. But recently, the rich data from various OSNs
have attracted significant attention from the research community.

Some of the previous work primarily focused on usage statistics and sequences of
user activities in OSNs in order to analyse user behaviour. Benevenuto et al. [3] used
cickstream data to capture the behaviour of OSN users. They provided a click stream
model and observed that silent interactions like profile browsing dominate other visible
activities. Guo, Lei et al. [8] analysed users posting behaviour of original content and ob-
served that 20% users contribute 80% total content in the network. Jiang et al. [9] also
analyses the latent and visible interactions in OSN. They constructed a latent interaction
graph to capture browsing activity among OSN users and observed that latent interactions
dominate visible interactions. Lewis et al. [17] created a facebook dataset and they anal-
ysed how socio-demographic dimensions like gender, race and ethnicity are correlated
with certain network activities. A recent work [20] examined the role of five dimensions
(Openness, Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism) of personality
on facebook usage and features. They observed that certain personality traits are corre-
lated with facebook usage.

A recent work [11,22] examined how position in the network, activities and user pref-
erences are correlated. They provided a new affinity measure based on distance and con-
ducted studies on email graph and twitter mention graph. They identified the homophily in
terms of demography, queries and tweets among the closely connected users. Users in the
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OSNs can have multiple affiliations or dimensions. Analysing multiple social dimensions
of users exposed to social network environment is known as collective behavioural anal-
ysis [27,16]. Behavioural prediction can be made from the learned data model. A recent
work [24] used topics, social graph topology and nature of user interactions to discover
latent communities in social graphs.

Twitter is micro blogging service to share interesting thoughts at each moment. Most
of the recent works on sentiment analysis in twitter [4,5,6,7,10,31] have been done at the
tweet level. Some of the recent works [1,26] also considered connected users in the twitter
domain to study the behavioural correlation. Tan et al. [26] observed that the probability
of sharing the same opinion is high if they are connected. Abbasi et al. [1] have selected
an online community which resembles a real world community in terms of race, language,
religion etc. They extracted tweets related with Arab Spring to analyse the mood before
and after the event.

Communities are not unique and they vary depending on the application of specific
needs. Therefore various approaches to identify overlapping communities from social net-
works have been proposed. Some are based on k-cliques [21,25]. But the above mentioned
approaches cannot be applied to a bipartite graph. Biclustering methods are also devel-
oped [18,29]. The aforementioned methods extract bipartite clusters and they need not
necessarily be bicliques. The same wave length groups are bicliques and in this work the
proposed algorithm generates all bicliques from the bipartite graph.

3. General Framework

Same Wavelength Groups are groups formed on the basis of opinions and sentiments
of similar hue towards various issues by different individuals. Such same wave length
groups vitally connect the individuals in a meaningful and purposeful fraternity. Most
of the previous works primarily focused either to analyse sentiments at the tweet level
or to study the characteristics of tweeters in a connected environment. But people from
different walks of social life may have same opinion on different issues and they need not
necessarily be connected. We propose a framework to mine such groups. Fig. 1 shows the
general framework for identifying and analysing same wavelength groups.

The tweet extraction phase extracts relevant tweets with respect to the trending issues
or events. Public tweets in real-time can be captured with the streaming APIs provided
by twitter. Crawling by means of streaming APIs can extract valid and relevant tweets if
it is done at the same time when a particular event occurs. Deleting ”news tweets” from
corporate tweeters like CNN further refines the extracted collection.

Normalization is fundamental to all text mining tasks. Each extracted tweet may be
cryptic and irregular in nature. Moreover tweet may be encoded with a lot of sentiment
information like punctuation, emoticons, acronyms etc. So sentiment-aware tokenizing is
required to capture emoticons and tweet entities [15]. Normalization phase replaces words
having repeating characters (e.g.. loooove), misspelled words and acronyms with proper
words or phrases.

Sentiment analyser finds sentiments of users towards each issue or event. Let U =
(u1, u2, . . . , um) represent the set of users and E = (e1, e2, . . . , en) represent the set of
events that users respond in a particular time period. Each user may express positive or
negative sentiment towards each event. Users sharing the same opinion towards an event
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Fig. 1. General Framework

form a k−clique (complete sub graph of size k) where k is the number of users shared the
same opinion. For n such events 2n such k−cliques will be formed (one for positive and
another for negative). Table 1. shows the user-sentiment matrix, say Sm×n, where each
entry S(i, j) represents the sentiment (positive(P) or negative(N)) towards each event.

Table 1. User-Sentiment matrix Sm×n

Users Event#1 Event#2 ... Event#n
user1 P P ... P
user2 P N ... N
user3 P P ... N

. ... ... ... ...
userm ... ... ... ...

Consider the toy example as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose there are three events (e1, e2, e3)
in which nine users (u1, u2, . . . , u9) express their opinion. The nodes denote users and
the edges denote the affiliation with respect to sentiments towards the event. The sets
(u1, u2, u3, u4, u5), (u2, u3, u5, u6, u7) and (u2, u3, u5, u9) are positive sentiment groups
and (u6, u7, u8, u9), (u1, u4, u5, u9) and (u1, u4, u6, u7, u8) are negative sentiment groups.
Each such group form a clique with various sizes. That is an edge (ui, uj) ∈ clique if
(ui, uj) share the same sentiment towards an event.

Different persons from different walks of social life may share the same opinion to-
wards various issues or events. The dotted line in the toy example shows the common
users shared the positive opinion towards three events. if (c1, c2, c3) are three cliques
formed from the positive responses towards events (e1, e2, e3) then (u2, u3, u5, c1, c2, c3)
form a group which constitutes users and subgroups share the same opinion. This group
can be termed same wavelength group.
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Fig. 2. A toy example. Each clique represents the sentiments of users towards each event.
Dotted line represents the set of users shared the positive opinion towards various events.

Fig. 3. Identification of same wavelength groups from bipartite graph
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Formally, let U = (u1, u2, . . . , um) denote the set of m distinct users included in
the cliques ci(1 ≤ i ≤ k) and C = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) denote cliques generated based on
the opinion towards n events. Now identifying same wavelength groups will reduce to an
overlapping community identification problem [21,29] from a bipartite graph G(U,C,E),
where U denote set of users and C denote set of groups(cliques) identified by the senti-
ment analyser phase. For instance, consider a bipartite graph with four users (u1, u2, u3, u4)
and three groups (c1, c2, c3). Fig. 3 depicts how the same wavelength groups can be ex-
tracted from a bipartite graph. If the value of k (number of events) is two then three bi-
cliques, (u1, u2, u3, c1, c2), (u2, u3, u4, c2, c3) and (u2, u3, c1, c3) can be identified. Fig.
3 shows two bicliques with maximum number of users. In a general bipartite graph with
n events, for a particular value of k,
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Fig. 4. Number of shared users from distinct subsets of events of varying size

4. Algorithm and Complexity Analysis

The SWG-FIND algorithm first generates |E| cliques of size Uei where Uei denotes the
number of users having same opinion towards the event ei. Since the CREATE-CLIQUE
function depends on creating a complete graph of size Uei the running time of the same
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will be O(U2
ei). For |E| such events (lines 2-4) generates cliques in |E|O(U2

ei) ≈ O(U2
ei)

time.
Once the cliques are generated, CLIQUE-INTERSECT function finds the intersec-

tion of cliques over all subset of events of length greater than one. The total number of
such subsets are 2|E|− |E| − 1. Even though the POWERSET function takes exponential
time, fixing |E| as a constant (relatively small value) at a particular instance, the running
time may be a constant and perfectly satisfactory.

Algorithm 1 SWG-FIND algorithm
1: procedure SWG-FIND(E,Uei ) . E ← Event-set,Uei ← Set of users having same

sentiments towards event ei ∈ E
2: for all event ei ∈ E do
3: Ci ← CREATE-CLIQUE(Uei , ei)
4: end for
5: S ← POWERSET(E)
6: for all subsets si ∈ S do
7: for all ei ∈ si do
8: for all Uei ∈ ei do
9: Uswsi

← CLIQUE-INTERSECT(Uei , ei)
10: SWGi ← CREATE-BICLIQUE(Uswsi

, ei)
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: return SWGi . Same Wavelength Groups
15: end procedure

CLIQUE-INTERSECT function returns the set of shared users (Uswsi
) having same

opinion on different events. The nodes in each clique can be represented as sets. Then the
implementation of CLIQUE-INTERSECT function using hash table representation (lines
7-9) runs in O(n) time where n is the total number of users participated in all events in
si. For |S| such subsets (lines 6-9) finds the intersection in |S|O(n) time. Creation of
biclique is again creation of complete bipartite graph which runs in |S|O(

∣∣Uswsi

∣∣ |ei|)
for all subsets of events of length greater than one. The running time of SWG-FIND
algorithm is therefore max(O(U2

ei), |S|O(n) + |S|O(
∣∣Uswsi

∣∣ |ei|) which is polynomial
in time for a fixed and relatively small number of events.

5. Experiment Results and Analysis

We created synthetic data to implement and evaluate the SWG-FIND Algorithm. Syn-
thetic data consist of randomly generated user-ids of sizes 500 (U1), 1000 (U2), 1500
(U3) and 2000 (U4) from a set of 5000 users and event-sets of varying sizes from five
to ten. Random user-ids of the above sizes are generated for each event in the event-set.
We assume positive sentiments of users participated in each event. POWERSET function
generates different subsets of an event-set as described in the algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Two instances out of 1013 bicliques generated for an event-set of size ten
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We study how the sentiments of users may vary across subsets of event-set. We con-
sidered only subsets of size greater than one since the other case was trivial. Fig. 4 shows
the distinct subsets of varying size generated from an event-set of size five. The number of
shared users may vary for each subset and also depend on the group (clique) size of each
event. There may be cases in which the number of shared users are null since it depends
on the number of users in each event as well as the events included in the subset. This
may be true in the real data as well since the number of persons reacted may vary across
the diverse set of issues or events. Fig. 5 depicts the two instances of bicliques (Same
wavelength groups) out of the 1013 bicliques generated for an event-set of size ten. The
two distinct kinds of nodes represent event node and user node.

Online social interactions are random and sometimes subtle in nature. Recently Wang,
Chunyan and Huberman, Bernardo [28] observed that individual behaviour is less pre-
dictable when individuals become members of an explicit group. So Identifying same
wavelength group from the public is an extremely more subtle way to analyse the be-
havioural features. If we closely examine the trending issues or events in which the peo-
ple react we can very well select the same or diverse nature of event-set of relatively
small value in order to analyse the sentiments. Our proposed algorithm generates same
wavelength groups of various sizes in polynomial time. This approach can be used for
application areas like behavioural modelling, targeted advertising, crowd mood reading,
cultural trend monitoring etc.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Opinions in OSNs have been identified as a strong dimension which induces homophily.
In this paper we presented a novel framework for identifying same wavelength groups
from online social networks like twitter. The idea is to determine groups of people from
the public who share same opinion on various issues or events. This is one subtle way to
study the group responses and behavioural patterns. We have mapped the framework to
a graph theoretical model and proposed an algorithm which identifies the cliques formed
based on the sentiments towards each issue and determines the overlapping bicliques that
share the same sentiments towards a set of issues.

This work needs to be explored more using real time twitter data to evaluate the results
and computational cost. Moreover human behaviour is dependent on socio-demographic
variables like age, sex, education, status etc. Analysing same wavelength groups incorpo-
rating socio-demographic features will provide more insights about the evolution of such
groups and hence will help to predict future activities. Extending the work including the
above features can be a promising future direction.
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